Loesje International Network Coordinator
Organisation: Loesje International
Job title: International Network Coordinator
Location: Arnhem (Gelderland, The Netherlands)
Schedule: 24 hours
Duration: 12 months with possibility of extension
Application deadline: Friday 5 July 2021 (23.59 EST time)
Starting Date: Monday 2 August 2021 (or as agreed)

What is Loesje International?
Loesje is simultaneously a worldwide collective of people and
a fictional character - a young girl from the Netherlands who
wants to make our world a more positive, creative place.
The key values of Loesje are: Showing solidarity, being Antiauthoritarian, being sexually free, showing Initiative, being
decisive, being A-religious and being Independent.
These values are spread through posters with short, creative texts, mostly positive and funny, and
at the same time critical, aiming to stimulate the viewers to see things from new perspectives, and
take action in their own lives. Loesje texts are not trying to tell you what to think; instead they often
invite many different interpretations.
Since its inception, Loesje has grown internationally and became a network of groups, currently
present in 19 countries, who interact and come together at International events (such as members'
weekends and summer camps) and through projects.
Loesje International is now looking for a Network Coordinator to organize International activities and
develop the network.
We challenge you to develop Loesje further into the future. As a network connector, you amplify the
ideals and ideas of Loesje's members and you apply the DIY mentality to new activities. You will be
working autonomously, sharing the office with Loesje Netherlands.

Job description - What will you do?
Your daily tasks will vary between several key activities. Your schedule and priorities will be based
on events and opportunities provided by the network of Loesje members.

Key networking tasks
•
•
•

Maintain and actively engage with Loesje International network (social media
communication, newsletter, support new international Loesje groups),
Keep up the flow of ideas: organize and join in the writing and layouting of the monthly series
of English Loesje posters etc.
Promote, arrange and give text writing workshops (online and in person),

•
•
•

Organize and coordinate regular events & projects (members' gatherings, EU projects...)
and initiate new ones,
Work with and coordinate volunteers for project work, single tasks or in office positions (like
ESC volunteer service) in the future,
Carry out administrative tasks (prepare and keep budget, write project and volunteer reports,
help clean the office...).

Future development
•
•
•

Look for interesting opportunities to strengthen Loesje International’s financial sustainability,
Develop and implement capacity building measures for Loesje International and the new
groups,
Help create a vision and perspectives for Loesje International’s future (with Loesje
International’s groups, members and board).

What will you bring?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Share Loesje’s values and ideas (already having experience with Loesje activities is an
asset),
Experience in organizing network activities,
Ability to delegate and work/engage actively with volunteers around the world,
Experience with project management and fund(rais)ing is a strong asset,
Proficiency in English,
Ability to work independently,
Ability to work odd hours if events require it,
Organizational skills to balance Loesje's more chaotic side,
Entrepreneurial spirit,
Ability to handle and switch between multiple tasks,
Computer skills (Office suite, Video conferencing, social media...) and an openness to learn
new ones,
A good sense of humour, as well as communicative and social skills.

What we offer:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Be part of an International, creative and dynamic network where you are guiding/inspiring
groups,
International travelling opportunities (eventually),
Possibility to work from home (minimum required office presence is once every two weeks),
24 working hours per week,
Flexible working schedule,
15 days holidays (meaning a total of 5 weeks as you will work 3 days a week) in addition to
the Dutch official days off,
Remuneration will be between € 1684,00/ € 1777,00 gross based on a full-time position.
Salary is based on 110% of the Dutch minimum wage for a full-time position.
A one-year contract with 2 months’ probation. Prolonging of the contract is possible at the
end of the term.

Want to work with us?! Apply today !
To apply for this position, send your CV and cover letter in English and add your favourite Loesje
poster to vacancy@loesje.org before Friday 5th July 2021, 23:59 EST.
If you have questions about the vacancy or Loesje, feel free to contact: vacancy@loesje.org.
We welcome all people eligible to work in the EU and encourage applicants of all ages, genders,
sexual orientations, ability statuses* to apply - but if you know Loesje, you'll already know that.
* Unfortunately, the office building doesn’t facilitate access for wheelchairs, though (yet).

